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DECA Leaders Attend Conference

DECA Leadership included a Publicity Clinic, in
terpersonal dynamics, and a Stress Management Seminar.

Tutoring Underway

There is now a tutoring center. It is located in the

Student Lounge. The center is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Students who need help in their classes can come to the
tutoring center for assistance. The center is staffed by

tutors who are available to help.

Although the center is new, it has already been well

received by students. Many students have reported that

they have benefited from the tutoring center.

Highline College Growth Spurs Division Changes

The Leadership Conference was held at the Highline

Community College. At the conference, the new dean of

the College posted the following:

"I am the Leadership Conference, and I was on the

Board of the College and I was on the Board of the

College and I was on the Board of the College"

The new dean of the Division is

"I am the Dean of the Division and I was on the Board

of the College and I was on the Board of the College

and I was on the Board of the College"

The new dean of the Division has issued the following

"I am the Dean of the Division and I was on the Board

of the College and I was on the Board of the College

and I was on the Board of the College"

The new dean of the Division will

"I am the Dean of the Division and I was on the Board

of the College and I was on the Board of the College

and I was on the Board of the College"
Letters:

T-Word Disservice

Editor, Thunder-Word

December 11, 1983

Dear Thunder-Word,

I am writing to express my concern regarding the use of the term "T-Word" in your recent issue. The term "T-Word" is often associated with derogatory language and can be harmful to individuals and communities. It is important to use inclusive and respectful language in all forms of communication.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]

Further

Editor, Thunder-Word

December 11, 1983

I am writing to express my concern regarding the use of the term "T-Word" in your recent issue. The term "T-Word" is often associated with derogatory language and can be harmful to individuals and communities. It is important to use inclusive and respectful language in all forms of communication.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Kissing Good-bye To the Year 1970

By Byram Obadia

1970: a year of tragedy and pageantry. Crown Prince Umberto of Italy was slain in 1970 and what could possibly happen? What else could happen between now and midnight? Our prediction: almost anything that could possibly shock you!

A few of the things we can citi-

September's snow fall was

Man And Magic

By Doug Davis

Man has always relied on things that he can't understand for explanations for occurrences that are beyond his comprehension. One of these "creatures" is magic.

Magic has been with

The world is now in

American ingenuity to do

Scandinavian background. It

than the

"You cannot but be happy at

with the vote of education

Christopher Wren

December 13 in the Lecture Hall

Date Set For Winter Concert

By Janice Desdripole

The annual Winter Music Concert featuring the Highline Community College Music Department will be held Sunday, December 13 in the Lecture Hall at 3:30. Admission is free, to everyone and bring your family and friends. The program is as follows:
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George Washington Bicentennial

Abraham Lincoln

By Timothy Housetrap

The play concerns five young architects who seem to
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As we go to press on a

1970 was an unprecedented

in the Know
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Record Review

Eric Clapton

By Riccardo Data

Eric Clapton is back again. A few years back that statement would have elicited quite a response, but in view of Clapton's accomplishments (?) in the past few years his claim to fame seems to have been dulled a bit. For instance, about a year ago he appeared on Letterman's mental patients routine and was later signed up by the overly poor done "Oh Susie" with Bono. It's also difficult to forget the album that kept so many people shaking their heads - Blind Faith - the group that presented a newport in Seattle concrete.

But now the boy just might have come through with the album that has longevity fans have been putting it in ERIC CLAPTON. He has one of the strongest catalog of songs that's been assembled for a spell that includes Delaney -- Bonnie Bramlett, Rita Coolidge, Steve Stills, John Simon, the Candela and the great one, Leon Russell. ERIC CLAPTON is honestly the most talented artist that's been introduced to San Francisco. After San Francisco, I guess.

Exchange

Built, Built, Life; And More

"At sixty: "I feel as young as I did at twenty-five." At twenty-five: "I don't know what the modern young people are talking about." -- Fountain Inn (SC)

Hamu Hanukkah

BY JOYNC

While so many preparations are being made for Christmas, another important event is often forgotten. Hanukkah, the Jewish Feast of Lights, begins on the eve of the 5th day of the Hebrew month Nisan. At six days celebration follows. This year Hanukkah falls on Dec. 23. The origins of Hanukkah can be traced back to the Ahasuerus event, in which the Persians, according to the story of the Temple in Jerusalem, and rededicated it to God. After the Temple was destroyed, they celebrated a festival of lights known as Hanukkah.

Highlander Cleaners

Des Moines

Happy Hanukkah

By Mary Jo Orchard

While so many preparations are being made for Christmas, another important event is often forgotten. Hanukkah, the Jewish Feast of Lights, begins on the eve of the 5th day of the Hebrew month Nisan. An eight-day celebration follows. This year Hanukkah falls on Dec. 23. The origins of Hanukkah can be traced back to the Ahasuerus event, in which the Persians, according to the story of the Temple in Jerusalem, and rededicated it to God. After the Temple was destroyed, they celebrated a festival of lights known as Hanukkah.

Merry Christmas

By Timoneer

Des Moines

Baby Co-op Needs Help

Many people aren't aware, but there is a baby sitting coop here at Highbe. It uses many facilities and is active in the community. It is a place where people can drop off their babies while they go to class.

The nursery had a television set that it was donated by the student government. The students are also working on replacing it.

University of Delaware

By Riccardo Data

Computers Reign In Data Center

By Richard Bond

A three ring extravaganza goes on every day in the Educational Data Center below the administration building. Now South Highline students are engaged in a two year data processing training program, and are one of the largest computers is community college is proving vital records for Highline Green River, and two other school centers.

Data Processing first came to Highline College in 1963, but it was just a two year program taught at Highline College. Then in 1974, the data processing class moved to the new campus building. In 1977, the computer room was changed to a B.A. building. In 1979, the computer staff was increased, and the move to the building now called the Educational Data Center. The director Mr. Edward A. Clappe, who has been with the system from the start, was appointed the director in 1972.

The Educational Data Center is a single six-floor room in which are housed the computer and on-line equipment. The main computer room contains a new IBM generation 370.35 model 44 computer with 320MB of core storage. Adjacent to the computer room is the preparatory area where the students are taught to use the computer scheduling and software services.

The primary function of the EDC is to provide a two year data processing program. This takes place during the day. Evening classes are another function of the EDC. Our computer staff is six full time faculty members who also help students to get jobs. The computer room is equipped with state of the art equipment and is well staffed.

The Electrical Data Center at Highline is one of the largest computer centers on community college campuses. In fact it is the largest one in the state for education/ training. Only Seattle's E.C. has a larger computer. Their computer is used almost exclusively for administration.

The Educational Data Center is one of the least publicized areas on campus. The center keeps on doing its job, but it does very well. It makes very few mistakes, if any. The people who work in and run the Educational Data Center should be commended for the excellent job they are doing, for the students and service education.

Greek Harber College offers a unique training program. The courses only cover the history of work making but also computer design stages involved. For the final stage everyone turns in his tableau of wine and the rest of the class takes it and rates it from 1 to 5. That will be one exam most students won't forget.

If you are having a contest in an astrology magazine, and didn't win a big prize, you got use of the tiny prizes, would be able to publish your constellation wise? -- Timborne, Evergreen HS.

Quiet Thoughts

There is a great deal of help for those who are hearing impaired, but there are few for those who are hearing normal. Too few for those who are deaf, but too many for those who are just hearing impaired. But for those who are, there is still a problem.

Happy Hanukkah

By Mary Jo Orchard

While so many preparations are being made for Christmas, another important event is often forgotten. Hanukkah, the Jewish Feast of Lights, begins on the eve of the 5th day of the Hebrew month Nisan. An eight-day celebration follows. This year Hanukkah falls on Dec. 23. The origins of Hanukkah can be traced back to the Ahasuerus event, in which the Persians, according to the story of the Temple in Jerusalem, and rededicated it to God. After the Temple was destroyed, they celebrated a festival of lights known as Hanukkah.
Highline Beats SCC, Murray Saves Day

By Mike Heavener

Shoreline Here Dec. 1

Winter has officially come, when those boys with the skimpy suits finally show up in the parking lot. Running their basketball, Highline's host for tonight's game were the SCC "Samurai." 5-3-4, the start of a season for winning streak.

Cliff Jones led the scoring for Highline, in this high pitched game. His score was 8 points in field goals and 11 free throws. Jones, a freshman, is working his way up, this looks like a good year for him. His opposite was Shoreline's Chris Baconia, who scored 10 points on the T-Bird boards.

The man who really saved the day for our cagers was the team captain; who, at 5 ft. 10 in. proved that tallest isn't necessarily best. This is Mike Murray, a sophomore who plays his heart on Highline for the early lead but the game was to be a back and forth struggle. The half was not notably notable; it was marked by averaged play-along as the teams found themselves several points behind.

The half closed on a score of 32-30, with the Thunderbirds holding the lead.

Back into the second half, T-Bird cagers couldn't catch up and, in about nine minutes, Highline slipped back 10 points. Still, the game was fun. The Thunderbirds made 2 of 38 White Ups shot a mere 6 of 18. The opening half was the difference in the game as Highline jumped ahead and never looked back. They held UPS to only 5 field goals in 30 tries and scored them, 29-14.
The Feminine View

"Snow Tonight"?

Amidst the sounds of predicting snow, holiday decorating and Christmas Eve, it's a nice time to reflect on the week's events. The week's events included a basketball game between Highline and Tacoma and a track meet between Highline and the University of Washington. Both events were exciting and provided a lot of fun for the fans.

**Titans Twist, T-Bird Tails**

**Titans Twist**

Cliff Jones led the scoring, once again, for the Thunderbirds as they beat the Highline Community College Titans on Dec. 5. Jones scored 11 points in the game, but Highline still lost. Although the team was down by 10 points at halftime, they were able to come back and tie the game up in the fourth quarter. The final score was 67-65 in favor of the Titans.

**T-Bird Tails**

By Mike Hewes

Tacoma Here Dec. 5

Cliff Jones led the scoring, once again, for the Thunderbirds as they beat the Highline Community College Titans on Dec. 5. Jones scored 11 points in the game, but Highline still lost. Although the team was down by 10 points at halftime, they were able to come back and tie the game up in the fourth quarter. The final score was 67-65 in favor of the Titans.

**Matmen Start Best Season**

A group of Florida is attempting to begin the season with a new mindset, focusing on Astro Turf and other mainstream sports. The Florida Gators are a formidable team and are looking to make a name for themselves.

**Astroturf Blasted**

Florida, the river empties into the Gulf of Mexico at Pensacola, Florida. In a letter addressed to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, the Florida Institute of Environmental Affairs on Jan. 1. The letter states that the development of Astro Turf in the Pensacola area is threatening to destroy the natural ecosystem of the area.

**Need a Car?**

A Plymouth Sport Fury

- 1970 - $4400
- Only 3,000 miles
- 4 speed, new Platypus wheels and tires
- $1,950

**HAPPY HOLIDAZE FROM THE HUMBLE Pi**

Still have a room up for grabs

See Ernie or call CH 6-9212

**Thunder-Word**
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